
What Is A Turnkey Affiliate Website 
 Nowadays turnkey websites are becoming famous world 

wide. The past few years, these sites have enticed lots of 

non tech savvy persons. For getting their share of the 

online business world, they are looking into these sites. 

When we usually talk about these websites, people may 

find out a lot of myths regarding them. So, we will search 

everything concerning turnkey websites thoroughly. In 

simple words, these websites is a completely functional 

websites prepared for online businesses. It has got 

everything prepared for a buyer: website name and 

hosting, numerous revenue sources, full design, payment gateway along with other technical features. 

The missing characteristic from these types of sites is the traffic. This is a task of a buyer to drive website 

visitors to sites through various sources.  

 

At this moment, you should be thinking about if there's no traffic to these types of websites, for what 

reason I should buy it? The immediate answer is: value. Turnkey affiliate websites cost considerably 

lower compared to purchasing an internet business with traffic. Some of the sites with traffic, cost 15-20 

times during its monthly income. So, if a site is creating $15/day, it will cost you around $3000 - $4500. 

You can get a affiliate website for $550 with similar functions. In addition to being the lowest price, such 

websites also provide a lot of other positive aspects. It isn't a tough job to take care of them. You have 

no need of any kind of scripts experience to run these sites. Everything is integrated these kinds of sites. 

It is simple to modify them also.  

 

If you wish to include or modify functionality, you can get it 

done for low cost through outsourcing. One of several 

advantages of these websites is that seller already has done 

the research to generate revenue through these websites. 

You just have to choose a site from completely different 

fields. Here comes the interesting part. How can we take 

advantage of these websites? These kinds of websites usually 

contain multiple sources of revenue included. Contextual 

advertisements by Adsense is the main feature which made 

them very popular. You will get money when any visitor 

select any kind of ad showing up on your web site. Another 

widely used program is an Cj online affiliate program. Ebay has got all sorts of things in their online retail 

outlets and gives their affiliates from 5-11%. After that, depending on your market people can easily 

become online affiliate of countless retail stores and also support advertising their goods. With these 
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affiliate sites, it is possible to use of hundred of chances to earn money. 

 

You can purchase affiliate websites from a ton of different websites over the internet. There are lots of 

companies which are expert in selling and building these kinds of sites. Just look at affiliate websites 

keyword on the internet and you'll select a lots of different sites you can buy from. Ebay will be the 

another option to look at the sellers. It is best to keep an eye on Ebay listings, in order to get a good deal 

on these kinds of websites. For selling and buying such sites, you will find a dedicated portion in a lot of 

affiliates or make money forums. 


